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Conifers, like spruce and pine, are the most common trees found in
the huge boreal forest that stretches around the northern part of
the world. Over their long lifetime of 500 years or more, conifers
face many threats. One deadly threat is an invasion by tree-killing
insects, such as bark beetles. Like medieval castles, conifer trees
have many ways to defend themselves. Still, sometimes large armies
of bark beetles and their fungal partners can defeat these defenses
and kill millions of trees. We found that spraying spruce trees
with a natural chemical, called methyl jasmonate, can boost tree
defenses and protect the trees against a bark beetle attack. Today,
increasing temperatures and changing rain patterns help bark beetles
be more successful in killing trees. Therefore, it is important that we
understand how trees defend themselves and how we can help to
protect them against insect invaders.
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Figure 1
Boreal forests. Conifers
dominate the boreal
forest that covers the
northern parts of North
America, Europe, and
Asia. (A) People walking
in a planted conifer
forest in Ås, Norway. (B)
A waterfall pours out of
a conifer forest in
British Columbia,
Canada.

Figure 1

CONIFER FOREST
Have you ever walked in a forest among tall trees? The boreal forest is
the world’s largest forest and makes up about one-third of all forests.
The boreal forest stretches around the northern part of the globe and
can be found in places like Canada, Scandinavia, and Russia (Figure 1).
This forest is home to many types of animals, like moose and bears,
as well as plants, like moss and trees. Conifers are the most common
trees found in boreal forests. Conifers are woody plants, such as pine,
spruce, and ﬁr trees, which produce cones with seeds. They are also
commonly used as Christmas trees.
Conifers are amazing because they grow taller and larger than any
other tree. They are also some of the oldest living organisms on
earth and can live for hundreds and even thousands of years. The
oldest known living conifer is a Great Basin bristlecone pine called
Methuselah [1]. Methuselah is 4,850 years old. Over their long lifetime,
conifers face many threats, such as stormy weather and attacks by
animals. Unlike humans, trees cannot go inside during a snowstorm
or run away when something is trying to eat them. Instead, they
must stand still, while they protect and defend themselves as best
they can.

CONSTITUTIVE
DEFENSES
Are ways trees have to
protect themselves that
are always present.

CONIFER CASTLES
Like medieval castles, conifer trees have several layers of defenses [2].
Conifers and other plants have two main types of defenses: those
that are always present, known as constitutive defenses, and those
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Figure 2
Conifer castles and
bark beetle attacks. Like
medieval castles,
conifer trees have
many defenses that
protect them from
invaders. (A) The outer
bark, like a fortress wall,
is a tough barrier to
invaders. Inside the
outer bark, hard stone
cells and poisonous
chemicals in resin pipes
make up a second layer
of defense. (B) If a bark
beetle is able to enter a
tree, she digs long
vertical passageways in
the inner bark and lays
her eggs. When the
eggs hatch, her babies
feed on the bark
making new horizontal
tunnels. (C) The beetles
carry tiny fungi into the
tree. These fungi help
defeat the tree’s
defenses.

INDUCIBLE
DEFENSES
Are ways trees have to
protect themselves, but
that the tree makes
after an attack.

TERPENES
Are toxic chemicals
that conifers make to
defend themselves.

FUNGI
Are organisms that get
their energy by
breaking down other
organisms, just like
animals do.

Figure 2

that appear only when the tree feels threatened, known as inducible
defenses. One constitutive defense is the bark. The outer bark is a
tough barrier, much like the outer walls of a fortress (Figure 2A). An
insect that attacks a tree must get through this wall to reach the tasty,
nutritious parts inside.
A second constitutive defense that conifers have is stone cells (Figure
2A). These hard cells act like small boulders, making it difficult for
insects to chew their way through the bark. A third defense is small
pipes inside the bark that are ﬁlled with chemicals called terpenes
(Figure 2A). Terpenes give pine trees their “piney” smell. Terpenes also
form resin, the sticky goop that you get on your hands if you cut a
conifer tree. Terpenes are poisonous to insects. In addition, resin is
sticky and can trap insects and stop them from entering the tree. Some
resin pipes are always present, but the tree can make many more when
it is cut or attacked by an insect.

BARK BEETLE ATTACK
Did you know that tiny beetles, no bigger than grains of rice, can kill
a healthy conifer tree [3]? One beetle alone cannot kill a tree, but like
an army, bark beetles work together to invade the tree. Hundreds of
beetles can dig under the bark of a single tree and lay their eggs (Figure
2B). When the eggs hatch, the larvae (baby beetles) eat the tree to help
them grow into adult beetles.
The beetles also get help from fungi to defeat the tree’s defenses. Like
a horse and rider, the bark beetle carries the fungi through the tree’s
tough outer bark (Figure 2C). Once inside the bark the fungi get off
the “horse” and grow into the tree. Here the fungi eat some of the
poisonous chemicals the tree has made to defend itself. By getting
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Figure 3
How methyl jasmonate
can prevent bark beetle
invasion. Trees sprayed
with water are not
prepared for a bark
beetle attack. The bark
beetle can defeat the
tree’s constitutive
defenses and enter the
bark. Spraying trees
with methyl jasmonate
causes the trees to
make new pools of
poisonous resin,
preparing them for
battle. When the bark
beetle tries to enter, it is
ﬂushed out or trapped
by the poisonous,
sticky resin.

Figure 3

rid of the poison, the fungi make it easier for bark beetle larvae to
grow. The fungi also make the tree weaker by killing tissues and taking
nutrients from the tree. If the tree’s defenses cannot stop the beetles
and the growth of the fungi, the tree will eventually die.

HELPING CONIFER TREES TO FORTIFY THEIR CASTLES

METHYL
JASMONATE
Is a signal made by
plants when they are
being eaten or cut.

We have found a way to help conifer trees boost their defenses and
perhaps win the battle against bark beetles. We do this by spraying
trees with a natural chemical made by plants. The chemical is called
methyl jasmonate (meth-ill jazz-mon-ate) [4]. Methyl jasmonate is a
signal that plants release into the air to tell surrounding plants, “I am
under attack!” Spraying the bark of trees with methyl jasmonate is like
sending a message to the trees saying, “Get prepared to ﬁght! The bark
beetles are coming!” (Figure 3).
We worked on a conifer species called Norway spruce, which is very
common in Europe. We sprayed 20 trees in a forest with methyl
jasmonate and 20 trees with water, as a control treatment [5]. We then
waited 35 days for a bark beetle attack to begin. After another 30 days,
we compared the trees sprayed with methyl jasmonate or water to
see which trees bark beetles successfully invaded (Figure 3). By peeling
away the outer bark, we could see that not a single bark beetle had laid
eggs in trees sprayed with methyl jasmonate. This was very different
from the trees sprayed with water. Most of the water-treated trees
had beetle eggs in the bark and 11 of the 20 trees were killed by
the beetles.
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WHY ARE TREES SPRAYED WITH METHYL JASMONATE
BETTER ABLE TO DEFEND THEMSELVES?
One reason trees sprayed with methyl jasmonate are better at ﬁghting
against bark beetles is that sprayed trees make more of the poisonous
resin (Figure 3) [3]. When the bark beetles try to dig into the bark, the
sticky resin ﬂows out and trap the beetles. Another reason sprayed
trees are stronger is that they can more quickly activate their defenses.
This is like having back-up troops. These troops are already trained for
battle and can begin to ﬁght immediately, which is better than having
to train new troops before sending them out to ﬁght.
The way spruce trees respond to methyl jasmonate is similar to
what happens in your body when you get a vaccination. From the
vaccination, your immune system gets information and remembers
which viruses to watch out for so you will not get sick. Methyl
jasmonate is a signal that helps trees remember to watch out for
bark beetles.

WHY IS OUR WORK IMPORTANT?
Most of the time, bark beetles and conifer trees live in harmony in the
forest. However, higher temperatures and increased drought stresses
conifer trees. This makes the trees more vulnerable to bark beetle
attacks [6]. In places like Colorado and the Czech Republic, bark
beetles are killing millions of conifer trees [7, 8]. The death of so many
trees is bad in many ways. One problem is the loss of timber needed for
building houses, schools, and other buildings. This also results in the
loss of money for companies that cut trees and sell timber. The death
of so many trees can also be bad for the environment we all depend
on. Living, growing trees provide us with oxygen to breathe and are
home for many types of animals. If we can understand how conifer
trees defend themselves and help them ﬁght against bark beetles, we
can protect our forests and our environment.

CONCLUSION
Conifer trees are very important in the boreal forest. Because trees
cannot run away from tree-eating insects, trees have many ways to
defend themselves. Still, tiny bark beetles can get together and defeat
tree defenses. These bark beetles sometimes kill millions of trees. We
are trying to ﬁnd ways to help conifer trees ﬁght against bark beetles.
In the future, we hope to ﬁnd other tools, like methyl jasmonate,
that help conifers ﬁght bark beetle attacks and not lose the battle in
the forest.
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